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We introduce a surveillance strategy specifically designed for urban areas to enhance preparedness and response to
disease outbreaks by leveraging the unique characteristics of human behavior within urban contexts. By integrating
data on individual residences and travel patterns, we construct a Mixing matrix that facilitates the identification of
critical pathways that ease pathogen transmission across urban landscapes enabling targeted testing strategies. Our
approach not only enhances public health systems’ ability to provide early epidemiological alerts but also underscores
the variability in strategy effectiveness based on urban layout. We prove the feasibility of our mobility-informed policies
by mapping essential mobility flows to major transit stations, showing that few resources focused on specific stations
yields a more effective surveillance than non-targeted approaches. This study emphasizes the critical role of integrating
human behavioral patterns into epidemic management strategies to improve the preparedness and resilience of major
cities against future outbreaks.

Throughout history, the interplay between epidemics and
human societies has been profound, each significantly influ-
encing and shaping the course of the other1–3. This inter-
play, already present during our early hunter-gatherer days,
was notably boosted by the establishment of agrarian soci-
eties around 10,000 years ago, when the creation of commu-
nities provided fertile breeding grounds for diseases to thrive.
It was during this transformative period that humanity first en-
countered diseases such as malaria, tuberculosis, leprosy, in-
fluenza, and smallpox, which have since significantly altered
the course of human history4.

As human settlements transformed into nowadays vast ur-
ban centers, they also introduced new challenges for contem-
porary epidemiology5,6. Urban environments, characterized
by dense populations, complex social interactions, and so-
cioeconomic disparities, create ideal conditions for the spread
of communicable diseases7–9. Moreover, the rapid movement
of people and goods within and across cities sweeps out na-
tional and continental boundaries, thus facilitating the global
dissemination of pathogens between major city centers10.

The advent of big data and advanced modeling techniques
offers new avenues for understanding and managing this cock-
tail of epidemic boosters, emphasizing the importance of in-
tegrating mobility data and demographic insights into urban
epidemic management strategies11. In this line, data analytics
have significantly advanced epidemic modeling12,13, enabling
the mathematical formalization of complexities associated
with demographic segregation, mobility patterns, and hetero-

geneous contacts—key factors in disease propagation14.

Utilizing metapopulation frameworks, epidemic models ef-
fectively manage the interaction between the above ingredi-
ents by coupling contact-driven transmission with mobility-
related dispersal15–22. In recent decades, such behaviorally
informed metapopulation models have become indispens-
able for mechanistic forecasting, enabling precise predictions
of epidemic trajectories across diverse scales—from local
communities23,24 through national25–27 to global levels28–30.
Moreover, contemporary epidemic models extend beyond
mapping the spatio-temporal spread of diseases, but also facil-
itate the development of data-informed containment strategies
with maximal resource efficiency and minimal socioeconomic
disruption31–34.

These efforts highlight the critical role that incorporating
social dynamics into epidemic models has on our capacity
to respond to infectious disease threats, an aspect that has
recently materialized in research agendas35–37 aimed at ad-
vancing this endeavor. These agendas, among other prob-
lems, specifically highlight the challenge of employing re-
alistic human contact structures to explore localization be-
havior in key subpopulations for epidemic control policies.
Addressing this precise challenge, here we introduce a data-
informed approach tailored for large urban centers, leveraging
their unique demographic and mobility patterns. Our frame-
work allows identifying critical human flows and leads to ac-
tionable surveillance strategies to obtain valuable early warn-
ings of incoming epidemic outbreaks.
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FIG. 1. Mobility model and mixing of the population. (a): Illustration of the mobility model here considered. We assume a metapopulation
of N patches and construct the mobility network from daily back-and-forth movements recorded in public surveys. Each geographical patch
i in the metapopulation is partitioned into different subgroups according to their usual destination, being ni j the number of residents inside i
daily commuting to patch j. (b)-(e): Mixing patterns of the subpopulation of ni j residents in i with typical destination in j. When staying in
their residential patch i, these residents might interact with others staying also there (b) and also with residents from other patches (c) that have
as usual destination patch i. In turn, when moving, residents in i will interact with those residents from other patches: (d) either those that
belong to the usual destination j and that decide not to move or (e) with residents of a different patch l ̸= j who also have as usual destination
patch j.

FORMALIZATION

To address the former challenge, we first present a formal-
ism aimed at capturing the complex spatiotemporal structure
of human mobility, particularly within urban environments.
Over the last decades, extensive research has been devoted to
reveal the complex and rich spatiotemporal structure of human
mobility patterns38,39. When focusing on urban environments,
public surveys reveal that human flows are mainly dominated
by recurrent mobility patterns40,41 connecting the residence of
individuals with the usual work place to which they commute.
Consequently, recurrent human flows have been incorporated
into theoretical frameworks42–46 as the backbone of metapop-
ulation models tailored to track urban epidemics. This way,
the analysis of origin-destination matrices (OD), either con-
structed from mobile phone devices or from census surveys,
have been instrumental in shedding light into the vulnerability
of cities during the initial stages of epidemics and the spatially
uneven distribution of cases47–49.

Regardless of the former advances, the feasibility and effi-
ciency of surveillance campaigns and control strategies driven
by commuting data remains to be explored. To tackle this
challenge here we leverage the formalism proposed in50 for
the study of contagion-diffusion processes with recurrent mo-
bility patterns of distinguishable agents. This model repre-
sents a city as a collection of P interconnected patches (see

Fig. 1a), each one representing a geographical area. The mo-
bility data informs the matrix n, whose elements, ni j, identify
subgroups of individuals living inside patch i and regularly
travelling to patch j. Therefore, a generic patch, say i, is pop-
ulated by Ni residents, divided into subgroups based on their
travel destinations (Ni = ∑ j ni j), as schematized in Fig. 1.a.

Once constructed the matrix n, we can simulate reactive
processes, such as contagion dynamics, coupled with diffu-
sion of the population. To this aim, the model assumes a
discrete-time approach, where each time step consists of four
different stages. First, each individual decides to move to the
usual destination with probability pd or stay in the residence
area. Second, (day) interactions take place with those agents
sharing the same location. Third, those individuals that moved
in the first stage return to their residence and, fourth, another
interaction stage takes place when agents contact within their
households (night interactions). In any of the two interaction
stages occurring in each time step, contagions can occur. A
more exhaustive description of the steps present in the simu-
lation scheme is found in the Methods section.

The processes described above can be encapsulated into a
Mixing matrix M which contains the expected number of in-
teractions among the different subgroups of individuals found
in an urban environment. We illustrate in Figs 1b-e the el-
ements of the mixing matrix associated to an specific sub-
group of individuals with residence in patch i and destination
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FIG. 2. Mobility-informed testing and quarantine policies. (a) Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Recovered-Quarantined (SEIRQ) compart-
mental model used in the epidemic simulations. In addition to the usual flows governed by the pathogen infectiousness λ , the incubation period
η−1 and the recovery probability µ , we assume that Infected and Exposed individuals are quarantined after being tested. (b) Illustration of the
testing strategy implemented in the model. Such strategy depends on the amount of test available to screen the population ntests and on how
these test are allocated across the city, governed by L. We explore different scenarios, ranging from targeted resources allocation on the most
vulnerable subgroups defined from the Mixing matrix M (small values of L) to random testing of the population (large L values). (c) Time
evolution of the number of infected individuals in Bogotá when distributing ntests = 2× 105 tests on the L most critical human flows (color
code). Solid lines represent the average time evolution and the shadowed region corresponds to 95% confidence interval over 25 simulations
for each L value. The basic reproduction number of the pathogen responsible for the outbreak is R0 = 4.

in patch j. These elements capture all the contagion venues
affecting these individuals as a result of their mobility across
the city. Namely, these individuals can interact with other res-
idents staying there (Fig. 1.b) and with others coming from
a different patch (Fig. 1.c). In contrast, when moving to their
usual destination, they interact with its residents (Fig. 1.d) and
with other visitors also moving there (Fig. 1.e). The mathe-
matical expression of the elements of the Mixing matrix M
can be found in the Methods section whereas their derivation
from the equations governing the epidemiological model used
here is explained in the Supplementary material.

RESULTS

A. Mobility-informed testing and quarantine policies

The leading eigenvector of Mixing matrices, derived from
epidemic models on networked populations, plays a pivotal
role in pinpointing key actors in epidemic outbreaks, whether
they are individuals51 or specific geographical areas32,33. Ex-
panding upon these insights, we introduce a testing strategy
that prioritizes screening of those agents participating in hu-
man flows with a large contribution to the leading eigen-
vector of the matrix M. The operational framework of

this policy is the Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Recovered-
Quarantine (SEIRQ) model, as depicted in Fig. 2.a, so that
those agents that test positive are isolated from the population
as a control policy.

As illustrated in Fig. 2.b, our testing policy hinges on two
critical parameters: the total number of tests ntests at our dis-
posal, and the extent of human flows L targeted by these tests.
By adjusting the parameter L, our strategy can transition from
a focused approach, targeting individuals taking part in those
flows with the largest contributions to the leading eigenvector
of M, to a more distributed allocation of tests across the urban
landscape. A more detailed exposition of the strategies for the
distribution of testing resources is provided in the Methods
section.

We apply our mobility-informed testing strategy to two real
scenarios, the cities of Bogotá and Miami, whose mixing ma-
trices are constructed from demographic and mobility data
drawn from public surveys, as detailed in the Methods sec-
tion. For this purpose, we simulate several outbreaks caused
by a pathogen with basic reproduction number R0 = 4 and for
which we have ntests = 2× 105 tests to counteract its spread.
This way, varying the number L allows us to evaluate the im-
pact of different testing distributions.

In Fig. 2.c we plot the time evolution of the number of
infected for different strategies. Starting from an scenario
when resources are distributed quite evenly across the city
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FIG. 3. Urban landscapes and optimal distributions of tests across mobility flows Panels (a) and (b) show the attack rate of an epidemic
wave as a function of the basic reproduction number R0 of the pathogen (color code) and the number L of mobility links used to distribute the
ntests tests in Bogotá (a) and Miami (b). The central maps show the distribution of cases across Bogotá (c) and Miami (e) by plotting the attack
rate in each patch after implementing a control strategy that sets ntests tests across the most important human flows (L = 2.8×104 for Bogotá
and L = 6×103). Finally, the maps in the right show how the ntests were distributed according to the destination of the aforementioned most
critical flows in Bogotá (d) and Miami (f). In all the maps, brighter colors correspond with higher values of the represented quantities.

(L = 5× 104), decreasing L yields the usual flattening of the
epidemic curves, reducing and delaying the peak of conta-
gions. However, when tests are concentrated in a few criti-
cal flows (L = 2× 103), spreading them out by increasing L
also favors epidemic control. Overall, our analysis for the city
of Bogotá reveals the existence of an optimal number of hu-
man flows L∗

opt on which testing and isolation policies should
be prioritized to efficiently control an outbreak. Remarkably,
Figure S1 in the Supplementary Material shows that such L∗

opt
value does not exist for Miami, pinpointing that in this city
the concentration of tests on a few subgroups of flows, i.e.
reducing L, seems to be the best control strategy.

B. Optimal control policies depend on urban landscapes

To further showcase the effects of targeted testing and quar-
antine policies, we now focus on the impact of the mobility-
informed policies on the attack rate, defined as the total num-
ber of individuals contracting the disease during an epidemic
outbreak. Figures 3.a-b show how the latter indicator depends
on both the basic reproduction number of the disease R0 and
the spatial allocation of the ntests across L mobility links in
Bogotá and Miami respectively. Fig. 3.a reaffirms the exis-
tence of an optimal value L∗

opt(R0) of targeted links reduc-
ing the long-term impact of epidemics on Bogotá. Interest-
ingly, such value is not independent of the epidemic process
but strongly varies with the basic reproduction number R0,
yielding a complex interplay between the extent of an out-
break and the optimal spatial allocation of resources to reduce
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its burden. Conversely, Fig. 3.b shows that, in Miami, concen-
trating testing efforts on a few critical flows allows mitigating
an outbreak even for relatively large R0 values.

Our findings underscore that mobility-informed policies
should be adapted to the unique characteristics of each urban
environment52,53. Specifically, in cities with complex and seg-
regated socio-economic activities, concentrating resources on
the most critical flows does not always ensure community-
wide protection and thus proves ineffective. Conversely, this
strategy yields significant benefits in cities where the most rel-
evant flows are primarily confluent towards a few and close
patches. These two contrasting patterns correspond to the two
cities under study and can be further elucidated by examin-
ing the spatial distribution of cases for a resource allocation
characterized by L ≳ L⋆

opt(R0).
In Figure 3.c, we depict the attack rate in each patch r∞

i
in Bogotá, assuming that tests are allocated across the L =
2.8×104 most critical flows. This reveals a widespread pen-
etration of the disease with varying degrees of impact across
different areas. We also represent in Fig. 3.d the spatial alloca-
tion of resources, that is, the proportion of tests conducted on
individuals moving to each patch in this scenario, indicating
that the mobility-informed policies prioritize acting over hu-
man flows spanning multiple neighborhoods. An in-depth ex-
ploration of the dependence of both cases and test distribution
on L is presented in Figure S2 in the Supplementary Material.
There, it becomes evident that the optimal L⋆

opt arises from the
trade-off between the spatial allocation of resources required
to address different contagion sources and the minimum num-
ber of tests needed for local outbreak control in each patch.
In fact, when L < L∗

opt(R0), the epidemic is contained in very
specific locations but emerges elsewhere. Conversely, beyond
the optimal value, i.e. when L > L∗

opt(R0), the dispersion of
tests across the urban landscape is such that preventing the
spread in the main outbreak becomes totally unfeasible.

The epidemic scenario observed in Bogotá starkly contrasts
with that of Miami for L = 6×103, where the majority of both
cases (Fig. 3.e) and the allocated tests (Fig. 3.f) concentrate
around a single patch and its immediate vicinity. In this con-
text, the aforementioned trade-off leans towards maximizing
local outbreak control, thereby favoring strategies that adopt
lower L values. Specifically, Figure S2 reveals that as tests be-
come more evenly distributed (i.e., as L increases), the surge
in attack rate shown in Figure 3.b is attributable to a signif-
icant outbreak in the most vulnerable area, which cannot be
contained with the limited resources available there.

C. Mobility-informed surveillance policies

The results shown above have illustrated that the Mixing
matrix M can guide the optimal allocation of tests to reduce
the long-term extent of epidemic outbreaks. Regardless of the
potential adequacy of the different control policies here pro-
posed, their timing of implementation also represents a crucial
factor shaping their ultimate benefits to reduce the epidemic
burden on the population54–56. Such timing is closely related
to the design of efficient surveillance strategies, which should

provide the authorities with an up-to-date picture of the evolu-
tion of the number of cases for the early diagnosis of ongoing
epidemic crises.

We now explore whether the Mixing matrix M can inform
surveillance campaigns for an efficient screening of the in-
fected population in an epidemic outbreak. In what follows,
we restrict our analysis to Bogotá and consider an epidemic
outbreak with R0 = 4. Our surveillance strategy distributes
ntests = 2× 104 tests across the L most critical flows identi-
fied in the matrix M. Unlike the previous analysis, we assume
an uncontrolled scenario, meaning that infected individuals
are no longer quarantined upon detection but, instead, their
number is monitored for surveillance purposes as shown in
the compartmental diagram in Fig 4.a. Thus, our baseline
scenario (see Fig.4.b) consists in an uncontrolled epidemic
wave in which contagions naturally propagate through the ur-
ban environment. This enables us to quantify the temporal
evolution of positive cases detected during a Testing window
(highlighted in Fig.4.b) as the epidemic unfolds without case
detection having any effect on its evolution.

In Fig. 4.c, we present the temporal evolution of the total
number of detected cases for different allocation strategies of
testing resources, regulated by L. These results indicate that
concentrating testing resources on a limited number of key
flows (indicated by a small L) enables surveillance systems
to detect an impending epidemic more swiftly. In addition,
the cumulative number of cases detected 30 days after the be-
ginning of the outbreak decreases as tests are more evenly dis-
tributed across the city, for different values of R0 and amounts
of testing resources, ntests (see Figure S3 in the Supplementary
Material).

To more precisely measure this effect, we introduce the
concept of the Early Warning Time (EWT), defined as the
time needed to declare an epidemic scenario after detecting
nalarm infected individuals (indicated by the dashed line in
Fig. 4.c). The increasing trend of the EWT with the num-
ber of links, L, across which tests are allocated is evident in
Figs. 4.d and 4e. This observation aligns with the premise
that mobility-informed strategies enhance the preemptive de-
tection of an epidemic by targeting the testing of individuals in
high-risk transmission flows. Moreover, these two panels cor-
roborate the persistent benefit of such surveillance campaigns
focused on the most critical human mobility flows, irrespec-
tive of the volume of testing resources, ntests, (Fig. 4.d) and
the basic reproduction number, R0, of the spreading pathogen
(Fig. 4.e).

We further delineate the implications of timely control
strategies following the epidemic alarm raised by mobility-
informed surveillance campaigns. To do so, we consider
that, when nalarm cases are detected, containment strategies
are deployed, halving the reproduction number R0. Figure 4.f
shows the trajectories of the epidemic after the activation of
containment measures at the EWT ascertained through the
surveillance strategies shown in Fig. 4.c. Significantly, in all
instances, a marked decline in case numbers is observed, as
indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 4.b (that replicate the
evolution of the average values shown in Fig. 4.f). Focusing
on the differences among the scenarios presented in Fig. 4.c,
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FIG. 4. Enhancing Epidemic Response with Targeted Surveillance. (a) The SEIR model is augmented with a surveillance system that
records positive tests from exposed and infectious individuals. (b) The solid line represents the natural (without interventions) epidemic curve,
at the beginning of which (see window) tests are carried out. The dashed lines correspond to the epidemic curves shown in (f) (commented
below). In panel (c) we show the time evolution of detected cases for different concentrations of testing resources on critical links. The dashed
horizontal line signifies the threshold, nalarm, which triggers containment actions. The Early Warning Time (EWT) - the interval spanned from
the initial infections to the time when nalarm detections occur - is plotted against the degree of test concentration L for (d) various numbers of
available tests, ntests, and for (e) distinct basic reproduction numbers, R0. Panel (f) shows the mitigated epidemic curves upon the imposition of
containment measures that reduce R0 by 50% at time t = EWT (these curves are also represented with dashed lines in panel (b) for illustrating
the mitigation effect with respect to the uncontrolled scenario). The shaded areas in panels (d-f) represent the 95% confidence interval in the
results obtained from 100 distinct simulations.

we note that an anticipation of roughly 10 days in the EWT
not only postpones the epidemic peak but also substantially
curtails peak incidence. A more granular analysis of the ef-
fects of the containment measures implemented at the EWT is
presented in Figure S4 in the Supplementary Material, which
showcases a significant reduction in the size of the epidemic
peak and the attack rate when focusing the tests on the most
vulnerable flows, as well as a temporal shift of the epidemic
peak.

D. Mobility-informed surveillance at Transit Stations

So far, mobility-informed strategies have demonstrated ef-
fectiveness in early epidemic detection and in palliating their
long-term burden on the population. However, the granular
application of testing based on the anticipated knowledge of

citizen’s residences and workplaces is impractical during an
actual epidemic due to privacy and logistical constraints. Con-
sequently, other control strategies leveraging critical mobility
data obtained from Mixing matrix M, while still actionable,
are necessary. To this aim, here we seek for alternative tar-
geted strategies based on interventions at the level of trans-
portation systems.

In Bogotá, the Transmilenio bus rapid transit system ac-
counted for 38% of urban travel in 202257. Its extensive net-
work, shown in Fig. 5.a, vertebrates the daily flows through
12 routes that feature 144 stations with varied geographic dis-
tribution. The system’s electronic card check-ins and check-
outs offer a digital trace of users’ travel patterns. This fea-
ture, along with the massive use of the Transmilenio mobility
network, facilitates the implementation of mobility-informed
policies by allocating tests at strategic transport hubs.

To identify those stations where resources should be priori-
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FIG. 5. Transferring mobility-informed policies into massive transportation systems. (a) The spatial distribution of the Transmilenio
stations in Bogotá (Colombia): colored areas correspond to the different patches whereas dots correspond to stations. The alignment of raw
mobility flows with Transmilenio journeys is made by assigning (see Methods) the fraction of population of a patch making use of a particular
station. Different situations of the assignment processes are highlighted in (b): (I) all the population of a patch is assigned to the same station,
(II) three stations serve a single patch, and (III) a single station serves the population of a collection of patches. Finally, panels in the right show
how detected cases (c) and the EWT (d) depend on the percentage of population tested for 4 surveillance strategies: prioritizing critical mobility
flows (blue) , prioritizing critical transportation stations (red), prioritizing the busiest transit hubs (black), and using a random distribution of
resources (dashed grey line). In these panels, solid lines represent the average and the shadowed region constitute the 95% confidence interval
for the results obtained for each fraction of population tested across 100 simulations.

tized, we need to map the critical flows identified in the mobil-
ity network, connecting two geographical patches, with crit-
ical journeys between two stations in the transportation net-
work. To do so, we assume that the Transmilenio network is
used by those individuals whose residence and workplace are
located within a radius of 800 meters of distance from their
respective nearest stations, which are considered to be the ori-
gin and destination of the trip in the transportation network.
Overall, the aggregation process, sketched in Fig. 5.b and fur-
ther explained in the Methods section, preserves 15% of the
human movements recorded in the mobility network.

Figures 5.c-d present a comparison between allocating tests
on the critical subgroups of individuals identified from either
the mobility or the transportation networks. To this aim we
show how detected cases (Fig. 5.c) and EWT (Fig. 5.d) de-
pend on the number of links chosen, which is represented as
the percentage of population they contain. The latter choice
provides a fair comparison between the mobility and trans-
port formalisms as they involve different amounts of people
per link (for context, Figure S5 in the Supplementary Mate-
rial shows the relation between the number of chosen mobil-
ity links considered until now and the population assigned to
these trips). In both cases, detections (EWT) decrease (in-
creases) as tests are more evenly distributed across the popu-
lation, showing that targeted surveillance campaigns on vul-
nerable subgroups of individuals provides a better early as-

sessment of an epidemic crisis. Note that the EWT yielded
by the transportation network is typically longer than that ob-
served for surveillance strategies designed on the mobility net-
work while the number of detections through transit hubs are
also systematically smaller than those attained analyzing crit-
ical mobility links. These are expected results, since differ-
ent mobility flows, corresponding with subgroups of diverse
exposure levels, can be aggregated into single transportation
routes. Yet suboptimal, targeting specific users of the trans-
portation network is a feasible surveillance strategy. More
importantly, this strategy enables a much earlier anticipation
of epidemic outbreaks than other policies not leveraging the
information obtained from the mixing matrix M, such as the
indiscriminate city-wide distribution of resources (random) or
prioritizing the busiest mobility flows in the transport network
(population), both also reported also in Figures 5.c-d.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we have explored the intersection of urban mo-
bility and epidemic surveillance, harnessing the capacity of
metapopulation frameworks to enrich epidemic models with
a, often overlooked, layer of behavioral complexity. Our find-
ings contribute to the emerging field of digital epidemiol-
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ogy37, addressing the challenge of incorporating human be-
havioral data to construct realistic human mixing models that
improves our preparedness and response to epidemic scenar-
ios35.

We have shown that urban mobility flows and demographic
data can be combined into a Mixing matrix that captures the
interactions of residents in urban environments driven by their
daily recurrent mobility patterns. Our results underscore that
the dominant eigenvector of this matrix has the potential to
streamline testing and quarantine efforts by identifying crit-
ical pathways conducive to pathogen transmission. Thus,
equipped with the particular mixing matrices of real cities, we
have leveraged the knowledge of critical flows to design tar-
geted mitigation measures (based on test and quarantine poli-
cies) and surveillance campaigns. In both scenarios, we have
assumed limited testing resources, a common situation when
facing sanitary crises in large urban environments, and stud-
ied how the allocation of testing resources to the most critical
flows affects the outcomes of both processes.

For containment purposes, we have demonstrated that an
optimal concentration of testing resources can significantly re-
duce the impact of an epidemic outbreak. However, the con-
trasting scenarios observed in cities like Bogotá and Miami il-
lustrate that the optimal distribution of tests is contingent upon
the specific socio-economic urban landscape. This insight is
critical for urban planners and public health officials seeking
to enhance the resilience of cities against future outbreaks.

In the realm of surveillance, we have shown that the con-
centration of testing resources in critical mobility flows results
in a considerable anticipation of the epidemic wave, allow-
ing for prompt action even with limited resources. Specifi-
cally, the concept of Early Warning Time (EWT) emerges as a
key metric for assessing the timeliness of epidemic alerts, re-
inforcing that targeted testing of individuals within high-risk
transmission flows can lead to more expedient interventions.
We have also demonstrated that the proposed human behavior-
informed surveillance campaigns are significant and action-
able. By showing that strategic testing at public transport hubs
— a more practical approach than widespread testing — can
be an effective method of epidemic control, we provide a fea-
sible blueprint for urban health policy design.

In conclusion, our research highlights the importance of
strategically leveraging human behavior data to design effi-
cient control policies when facing an epidemic crisis58. While
challenges in the implementation of such strategies persist,
particularly regarding data privacy and ethical considerations,
the advantages of enhancing epidemic intelligence through as-
tute data analysis are clear. As globalization advances and
urban populations continue to expand59, the necessity for in-
formed and multidisciplinary approaches such as the one pre-
sented here becomes increasingly vital, providing a shift from
merely reacting to epidemic crisis to an integrative program
that includes, among others, epidemiology and social sci-
ences35,36.
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METHODS

Data

Our framework represents cities as metapopulations whose
nodes correspond to residence areas and their links encodes
the mobility patterns of the population. The construction of
a metapopulation then requires demographic data, capturing
how residents are distributed across the city, and mobility data
encoding their commuting patterns. For both cities here ana-
lyzed, we can construct their associated metapopulation by
using publicly available data.

Demographic data for the city of Bogotá, Colombia, come
from the 2018 National Census of Population and Housing60,
involving 7 129 506 residents. The public database provides
household, residence, and individual data at the spatial resolu-
tion of city blocks (manzanas). Moreover, origin-destination
data T for commuters is sourced from the 2018 Bogotá mo-
bility survey61 with the resolution of the Transport Analysis
Zones (Zonas de Análisis de Transporte or ZATs). These
zones are considerably larger in area than the city blocks. To
match both data sources, we use available geometric spatial
data to aggregate the populations of the city blocks within each
ZAT and use the latter as the patches of our metapopulation
model, resulting in a mobility network with 826 nodes and
54890 links.

We also analyze the mixing matrix corresponding to the
metropolitan statistical area (also known as core based statisti-
cal areas or CBSAs) spanning the cities of Miami, Fort Laud-
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erdale and Pompano Beach, referred to as Miami for conve-
nience throughout the manuscript. The 2010 census in the US
accounts for 5590269 people living in these cities and pro-
vides the distribution of population62 across census blocks.
The census also provides mobility data on the Longitudinal
Employer-Household Dynamics63 (LEHD) database. Specif-
ically, daily mobility patterns of the population can be ex-
tracted from LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statis-
tics64 (LODES), which provides commuting data over the en-
tire country, also at the level of census blocks. As census
blocks represent very small geographical areas, we aggregate
both data sets to ZIP Code Tabulation Areas (ZCTAs) resolu-
tion, thus being able to provide a more coarse-grained descrip-
tion of the locations on which resources should be prioritized.
The aggregation process gives rise to a metapopulation with
186 nodes (ZCTAs) and 31791 links that connect them.

For both cities, the constructed metapopulations are fully
characterized by the number of residents in each patch i, ni
and the mobility flows ni j across patches, which can be con-
structed from the elements of the origin-destination matrix T
as:

ni j = ni
Ti j

∑k Tik
.

Agent-based simulations

All the epidemiological curves shown in the manuscript are
computed through agent-based simulations combining mobil-
ity data ni j and the epidemiological processes driving the evo-
lution of epidemic outbreaks. These simulations allow track-
ing the epidemiological state of each individual of the popula-
tion according to a SEIRQD (Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-
Recovered-Quarantined-Detected) dynamics.

We use a discrete-time approach considering that each time
step in the simulations corresponds to a day. For each time
step, different processes are simulated:

• First, we distribute the population according to the mo-
bility flows ni j recorded in the metapopulation, giving
rise to a new (temporary) spatial distribution in which
each patch i is effectively populated by neff

i = ∑ j n ji
agents.

• Then, day contacts are simulated at each patch. These
contacts aim at capturing interactions occurring at
workplaces, schools etc. We assume that all individuals
make the same number of contacts, which are propor-
tional to the effective population density of the patch
in which they are located. Therefore, an individual lo-
cated at patch i makes zD fi interactions with randomly
chosen individuals within their temporary patch, where
fi = neff

i /ai captures the effective population density
at patch i, being ai its area. Likewise, zD is a scal-
ing factor to ensure that the average number of day
contacts is ⟨kD⟩, i.e. zD = ⟨kD⟩/∑i neff

i fi. Throughout
the manuscript, we assume ⟨kD⟩ = 8 for all epidemic
scenarios. To simulate contagions, we assume that a

susceptible (S) individual becomes exposed (E) with a
probability β for each contact with an infected (I) per-
son.

• Then, we simulate contagion processes with household
members. Those processes add a total number of ⟨kH⟩
interactions to every susceptible individual, which are
established with randomly chosen individuals within
their residence patch. Throughout the manuscript, we
assume ⟨kH⟩= 3 for all epidemic scenarios.

• The rest of compartments get updated according to their
respective dynamics. Every exposed (E) individual has
a probability η of turning infected (I), and every in-
fected (I) agent has a probability µ of becoming recov-
ered (R).

• Finally, depending on the control strategy in question,
a specific number of tests ntest are randomly distributed
over agents belonging to the selected links in the mobil-
ity network, ni j, or in the transportation network nIJ in
case of acting on public transport users. When enforc-
ing quarantine, every positive test will set the state of
the individual to a different compartment, quarantined
(Q), isolating them from the rest of the population.

The parameters used for all the simulations and the deter-
ministic equations that describe the dynamics of the system
can be found in the Supplementary Table 1 and Appendix A.

Mixing matrix M

As explained in the main text, the Mixing matrix M sim-
plifies the multitude of mobility-driven contagion processes
into a single, mathematically manageable entity, whose di-
mension corresponds to the number of different subgroups in
the metapopulation under study. In particular, we focus on the
Mixing matrix M when pd = 1, for it captures the essence of
behavioral-driven surveillance in urban landscapes subjected
to the baseline mobility scenario.

To construct this matrix, we must take into account the two
different types of contagion processes occurring at each time
step in our model. First, we assume that individuals interact in
their destination, being their number of contacts proportional
to the effective population density inside that patch. Given a
destination patch i, the effective population density fi is given
by fi = neff

i /ai, where neff
i represents the effective population

of patch i, i.e. neff
i = ∑ j n ji, and ai encodes the area of the

patch i. In addition, we assume that individuals make ⟨kH⟩
contacts with individuals from their household.

From these assumptions and as shown in Appendix B, the
element Mi j

kl , encoding all the interactions of one individual
whose residence (destination) is located in i ( j) with the sub-
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group of residents in l travelling to k, is given by:

Mi j
lk = (1− pd)

2 zD fl

neff
l

nlkδil +
⟨kH⟩

nl
nlkδil

+(1− pd)pd

(
zD fk

neff
k

nlkδik +
zD fl

neff
l

nlkδ jl

)
+ p2

d
zD fk

neff
k

nlkδ jk . (1)

where δil denotes the Kronecker delta and zD ensures that an
average number of ⟨kD⟩ daily contacts are observed across all
destinations, i.e. zD = ⟨kD⟩/∑i fineff

i .

Mobility-informed testing strategies and the Mixing matrix
M

The mixing matrix governs the evolution of the spatial dis-
tribution of infected individuals throughout the city at the ini-
tial stages of epidemic outbreaks, as proven in the Supplemen-
tary Material. For a Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR)
dynamics, defining εi j as the fraction of population with resi-
dence in i and destination in j in the infected state, the former
evolution reads:

µ

β
εi j(t) = ∑

lk
Mi j

lkεlk(t −1) ,

where β and µ denote the transmission and recovery proba-
bilities. Expressing the former equation in matrix form, the
evolution of the epidemic state of the population is given by
the following linear equation:

µ

β
ε⃗(t) = M⃗ε(t −1) .

The former expression neglects all nonlinear terms involved
in contagions across the metapopulation, as it assumes a fi-
nite but negligible fraction of infected individuals across the
metapopulation at early stages of the outbreak, i.e. εi j(t)≪ 1
∀ i, j. This assumption is no longer valid when the epidemic
prevalence is higher across the metapopulation; however, it
allows us to envisage testing policies relying on the spectral
policies of the Mixing matrix M. In particular, its leading
eigenvector is expected to capture the spatial distribution of
infected agents at the onset of an outbreak ε⃗ , thus providing an
early estimate of the most vulnerable population subgroups.
As the latter correspond to individuals with different origins
and destinations, we will refer to the elements of the vector as
links L (origin-destination pairs) of the metapopulation.

Spatial allocation of tests

Mobility-informed policies relying on the Mixing matrix M
are shaped by two parameters: ntests, determining the amount
of resources available for testing the population, and L, dictat-
ing how many subgroups of individuals (links) are prone to be

tested. Specifically, for each time step (day) in the agent-based
simulations, ntests are distributed randomly among the pool of
population composing the most critical L links identified by
analyzing the Mixing matrix M. Specifically, following our
analysis in the previous section, we assume that these links
correspond to the L largest entries of the leading eigenvector
of matrix M. This methodology allows us to evaluate whether
concentrating resources on the most critical flows or spread-
ing them out across the city constitutes an optimal strategy to
face an emerging epidemic.

To compare our mobility-informed policies with other pri-
oritization strategies, we assume that the spatial allocation of
tests is determined by the fraction of the population included
in the pool of individuals prone to be tested, rather than by
the number of links L targeted in the metapopulation. This
assumption guarantees a fair comparison for testing strategies
designed on different mobility networks. Beyond mobility-
informed policies that act on the links of the mobilility net-
work, three different strategies are implemented in Figure 5:
Random, representing a random allocation of resources across
the metapopulation, Population, prioritizing tests on the most
crowded subgroups (links) in the mobility network and Trans-
portation, prioritizing the most vulnerable subgroups found in
the public transport network as explained in the next subsec-
tion.

Testing in the public transport network

While quite useful for surveillance purposes and the long-
term control of epidemic outbreaks, mobility-informed poli-
cies that rely on the Mixing matrix M are not feasible due to
practical difficulties in identifying specific subgroups of the
population. As explained in the main text, we can take advan-
tage of the information provided by the Mixing matrix M and
implement a more plausible testing policy by allocating strate-
gically test in the transport stations, based on the passengers’
entrance and exit. For this purpose, we need to project the
information obtained from M to estimate the likelihood of a
specific subgroup of users in the transportation network be-
ing infected. We focus our analysis on the city of Bogotá,
for which we have extremely fine-grained demographic infor-
mation from census data, the daily mobility patterns of the
population from public surveys and the spatial distribution of
the Transmilenio network, the Bus Rapid Transit network of
the city.

To aggregate the mobility flows into the transport network,
we use geographical location data of every Transmilenio sta-
tion and assume people often use the closest stations to their
origin and destination patches, in case they are located within
a radius of 800 meters from their associated city blocks.
Therefore, we assign a set of weights WiI to every patch i,
representing the fraction of residents there using a nearby sta-
tion I to travel to their usual destination. Oftentimes, every
person from a patch i has the same nearest transport station
I, i.e. WiI = 1. Nonetheless, there are also scenarios, as the
one visualized in Fig. 5b, for which patches are surrounded
by different nearby stations, which are chosen disparately by
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the residents across the city blocks of those areas. In that
case, weights are assigned as the proportion of residents who
choose each of the stations.

Assuming that there is no correlation between the origin
and destination stations, the number of individuals travelling
from node i to j using the transportation line from station I to
J is:

n jJ
iI = ni jWiIWjJ ,

which works for the number of infected agents in the same
way:

I jJ
iI = Ii jWiIWjJ .

Adding the populations of all the nodes that use a particular
pair of stations gives us the projection of the mobility network
onto the transport network. Therefore, we can compute the
fraction of the population infected at the onset of the outbreak
and using the transportation route connecting stations I and J,
εIJ , as

εIJ =
IIJ

nIJ
=

∑i j IiI
jJ

∑i j niI
jJ
=

∑i j WiIWjJni jεi j

∑i j WiIWjJni j
. (2)

Note that the proposed projection loses some accuracy
in the localization of critical mobility flows because it can
group people from different links in the same transport line.
Nonetheless, as argued above, it represents a realistic ap-
proach that is very useful in diagnosing and tackling the pro-
gression of an emerging epidemic wave. The results shown
in the main text using this criterion were obtained in the same
way as previously described: ranking the transport lines ac-
cording to their risk εIJ and targeting the most vulnerable ones
when distributing the tests.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Appendix A. Markovian formulation of the
Movement-Interaction-Return (MIR) model

The mechanistic stochastic simulations of the Movement-
Interaction-Return (MIR) model used to obtain the epidemic
curves throughout the manuscript can be casted into a set of
discrete-time deterministic equations. Restricting ourselves to
a Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) dynamics, the state
of the system at time t can be described by a vector ρi j(t) of
size N2 (being N the number of subpopulations in the system),
where every component represents the probability of an indi-
vidual with origin i and destination j being infected at time t,
and a vector ri j(t) that describes the probability of said indi-
vidual being recovered. The time evolution of the system is
characterized by the equations

ρi j(t +1) = (1−µ)ρi j(t)+(1−ρi j(t)− ri j(t))Πi j(t) ∀{i, j} ∈ L ,
(3)

ri j(t +1) = ri j(t)+µρi j(t) ∀{i, j} ∈ L .
(4)

The first term in the r.h.s of the first equation represents
the probability that the infected population does not recover,
where µ is the probability an infectious agent recovering each
day, stepping into the recovered compartment. Conversely,
the second term encapsulates the new infections of suscepti-
ble agents. The probability that an individual with origin i
and destination j contracts the disease, Πi j, is calculated as
follows:

Πi j(t) = (1− pd)
[
PD

i (t)+(1−PD
i (t))PN

i (t)
]
+

pd
[
PD

j (t)+(1−PD
j (t))P

N
i (t)

]
. (5)

The first term corresponds to contagions occurring for those
individuals staying in their residence area, with probability
1− pd , whereas the second one involves those contagions af-
fecting individuals moving with probability pd to their desti-
nation j. The equation assumes that a susceptible individual
staying in patch i (moving to patch j) during the day can con-
tract the disease through their interactions made there with
probability PD

i (t) (PD
j (t)). The equation also considers a sec-

ond probability of infection after they return to their residence
PN

i (t) whether or not they decided to travel. This term re-
flects the probability of contracting a disease following con-
tacts with members from the same household. The probability
of contagion in a given patch i during the day t is

PD
i (t) = 1−

(
1−β

Ie f f
i (t)

ne f f
i

)zD fi

. (6)

This equation assumes all agents inside the patch have the
same connectivity and their contacts are randomly estab-
lished. Here, β represents the infectivity of the disease or
the probability that an agent contracts the disease when in-
teracting with an infected one, Ie f f

i is the effective number of

infectious agents in the patch and ne f f
i its effective popula-

tion. The number of interactions for each agent is given by
zD fi, where fi is the effective population density in patch i,
i.e. fi = ne f f

i /ai, being ai the area of patch i. Besides, zD is
a scaling factor to set the average number of contacts to ⟨kD⟩,
i.e. zD = ⟨kD⟩/∑i fin

e f f
i . The effective number of individuals

and infected population in each patch i at time t read:

ne f f
i =

N

∑
j=1

(pdn ji +(1− pd)ni j) , (7)

Ie f f
i (t) =

N

∑
j=1

(pdn jiρ ji(t)+(1− pd)ni jρi j(t)) , (8)

Analogously, we can write the probability that a susceptible
individual from patch i contracts the disease when interacting
with members from their household at time t, PN

i (t), as

PN
i (t) = 1−

1−β

N

∑
j=1

ni jρi j(t)

N

∑
j=1

ni j


⟨kH ⟩

, (9)

where ⟨kH⟩ represents the average number of contacts with
household members.

Appendix B. The mixing matrix M as driver of epidemic
outbreaks

Here we show that the mixing matrix M governs the evolu-
tion of the spatial distribution of infected individuals at early
stages of an epidemic outbreak. To do so, let us assume that,
at the beginning of an outbreak, infected individuals repre-
sents a negligible fraction of the total population in each sub-
group found in the metapopulation. Therefore, we assume
ρi j(t)≡ εi j(t)≪ 1 ∀i, j. The former assumption allows ne-
glecting O(ε2) terms and linearizing Eqs.(6-9), which now
read:

PD
i (t) ≃ pdβ

zD fi

ne f f
i

N

∑
j=1

n jiε ji +β (1− pd)
zD fi

ne f f
i

N

∑
j=1

ni jεi j ,

PN
i (t) ≃ β

⟨kH⟩
ni

N

∑
j=1

ni jεi j .

Plugging this expression into Eq. (5 and neglecting nonlinear
terms, we obtain

Πi j (⃗ε) = β

N

∑
l,k=1

Mi j
lkεlk . (10)
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where Mi j
lk corresponds with the elements of the mixing matrix

which are given by:

Mi j
lk ≡ (1− pd)pd

zD fk

ne f f
k

nlkδik +(1− pd)
2 zD fl

ne f f
l

nlkδil

+p2
d

zD fk

ne f f
k

nlkδ jk + pd(1− pd)
zD fl

ne f f
l

nlkδ jl +
zNσl

nl
nlkδil

(11)

Finally, introducing the former expression into Eq. 3, neglect-
ing the recovered population, i.e. ri j = 0, and keeping just the
linear terms yields:

µ

β
ε⃗(t) = M⃗ε(t −1) ,

proving that the mixing matrix M governs the onset of epi-
demic outbreaks.
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TABLE I. Values of the fixed parameters used for all the simulations. The infectivity β depends on the R0 to cover different situations, and is
calculated from the largest eigenvalue of the mixing matrix M.

Symbol Description Value
β Infectivity per contact R0µ/Λmax(M)
η Latency probability 1
µ Recovery probability 0.2

⟨kD⟩ Average daily contacts 8
⟨kH⟩ Average home contacts 3
pd Probability of travel 1

Figure S1. Epidemic curves under different targeted testing strategies in Miami. Time evolution of the number of infected individuals in
Miami when distributing ntests = 2×105 tests on the L most critical human flows (color code), enforcing confinement to the agents who test
positive. The basic reproduction number of the pathogen giving rise to the outbreak is R0 = 4. The shaded areas represent the 95% confidence
interval over 25 simulations.
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Figure S2. Spatial visualization of resource distribution and effects. (a-c) Distribution of cases across Bogotá when allocating 2×105 daily
tests over L = 8×103 , 2.8×104 and 4.5×104 links, respectively, and (d-f) across Miami when allocating 2×105 daily tests over L = 2×103,
4×103 and 6×103, with R0 = 4 for all scenarios. (g-i) shows the spatial distribution of the tests according to the destinations of the chosen
mobility flows in Bogotá and (j-l) Miami for the same amounts of selected flows as before. In all the maps, brighter colors correspond with
higher values of the represented quantities.
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Figure S3. Effectiveness of targeted testing. The total number of cases detected during the first 30 days of the epidemic wave plotted against
the degree of test concentration for (a) various numbers of tests available, ntests, with R0 = 4 and for (b) different basic reproduction numbers,
with ntests = 20×103. The shadowed areas represent the 95% deviation of the results from 100 simulations.

Figure S4. Relationship between different epidemic metrics and distribution of tests. (a) Peak of infected individuals, (b) attack rate
and (c) epidemic peak time of the mitigated epidemic curves (equivalent to the ones showed in Fig. 4f) as a function of the conncetration of
links L in the mobility network of Bogotá. In these outbreaks, R0 is reduced from 4 to 2 after reaching the epidemic warning time through
containment measures.

Figure S5. Population distribution. The cumulative population that belong to the chosen mobility flows plotted against the number of said
flows, for the cities of Bogotá and Miami. The links are considerably heterogeneous in size and this prevents a linear relationship between
both variables.
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